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[1] The October/November 2003 (‘‘Halloween 2003’’) epoch of intense solar flares
provided an opportunity to test the results of earlier parametric 1.5 MHD studies of
interacting interplanetary shock waves. These preliminary studies used an adaptive
numerical grid that made it possible to identify products of these interactions. During
28 October to 2 November 2003, three shocks generated by four solar flares were
observed at the L1 libration point by ACE/SWEPAM/SWICS/MAG. Two very
distinct geomagnetic storms, associated with two of these flares (X17/4B and X10/2B),
rank as two of the largest storms of solar cycle 23. The purpose of this paper is to
present the use of an adaptive grid 1.5-dimensional MHD model that is initiated at the
solar surface to study in detail the three shocks observed at L1 that were generated by the
four solar flares. Accordingly, four separate pressure pulses, at the appropriate times
and with different strengths and duration, determined via a trial and error procedure, are
introduced on the Sun to mimic the four flares. The results show that the simulated
solar wind velocity temporal profiles successfully matched the observations at L1. The
major objective, to demonstrate the detailed nature of interacting shocks and some
of their products after origination from closely spaced solar events, is achieved. In
addition, the MHD model is able to suggest the solar sources that are associated with
specific geomagnetic storms at Earth.
Citation: Wu, C.-C., et al. (2005), Flare-generated shock evolution and geomagnetic storms during the ‘‘Halloween 2003 epoch’’:
29 October to 2 November, J. Geophys. Res., 110, A09S17, doi:10.1029/2005JA011011.
1. Introduction
[2] Interactions of interplanetary shock waves and iden-
tification of their subsequent products are fundamentally
important scientific and space weather topics. We would
like to investigate the products of these interactions
(whether they include slow forward and/or reverse shocks,
contact discontinuities, etc.) and their survival history
[Whang and Burlaga, 1986; Smith et al., 1986; C.-C. Wu
et al., 1996a, 1996b, 2004, 2005a; Smith et al., 2002].
From a space weather perspective, we would like to track a
specific solar event’s plasma and magnetic field output as it
propagates into interplanetary space with a possible geo-
effective consequence. This latter objective is especially
important for forecasting purposes when staccato solar
events take place. The October/November (‘‘Halloween
2003’’) epoch provided an exceptional case in point. The
near real time effort [Dryer et al., 2004] to predict the
shock times of arrival at L1 presents an example of this
operationally imperative objective. An extensive overview
of the Halloween solar-heliospheric events is provided by
Veselovsky et al. [2004].
[3] Briefly, many flares and coronal mass ejections
(CMEs), both halo and partial halo, were observed during
late October and early November 2003. We will be
concerned with only four of them. In particular, two of these
on 28 and 29 October (classified in soft X rays and optical
Ha as X17/4B and X10/2B, respectively) were accompanied
by very high-speed halo CMEs. A major geomagnetic storm
(Dst = 363 nT; Ap = 252, with a Bz = 33 nT for a
prolonged period) was ‘‘caused’’ by the first event. The
second solar event, ‘‘aided and abetted’’ by this storm,
induced another major storm (Dst = 401 nT; Ap = 220,
with a similar Bz polarity for a slightly shorter period). These
storms are the second and fourth largest of solar cycle 23.
The index, Dst, of geomagnetic activity for this period is
shown in Figure 1. For comparison, the largest storm in this
cycle took place on 20 November 2003, withDst =472 nT,
following an M3.2/2N flare at N00E18 on 18 November
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2003. Also, for a more recent comparison, an M9.3/2N flare
at N09E05 on 6 November 2004, with a full halo CME,
‘‘caused’’ a geomagnetic storm on 7 November 2004, with
Dst = 383 nT; Ap = 220, with a Bz varying between
35 nT to 50 nT for about 6 hours. Two days later, 9–
10 November 2004, a similar solar flare and geomagnetic
storm took place with similar Dst, Ap, and Bz behaviors.
[4] Our point in mentioning these other incidents is to
emphasize the staccato nature of major solar-terrestrial
events and the need to study the complex nature of the
propagating shocks and the products that they might spawn
via interactions. In the case of Halloween 2003, there were
many other flares that were observed before and after the
two extreme cases mentioned at the start of the paragraph
above. We will consider these two cases together with two
earlier flares as backdrops for our shock interaction study.
[5] Fast forward shocks have been the most frequently
observed type of shock since Gold [1955] suggested their
existence in the solar wind. When a forward and a reverse
fast shock propagate toward each other, a collision of the two
shocks takes place in the heliosphere. Generally, the strength
of both shocks is, individually, weakened [Whang and
Burlaga, 1986]. An example is the case when a fast forward
shock overtakes and interacts with a fast reverse shock from
a preceding event [Smith et al., 1986]. The development of a
time-dependent model of heliospheric interplanetary mag-
netic and solar wind flows [e.g., Panitchob, 1987; Panitchob
et al., 1987] has made it possible to investigate a number
of scientific questions concerning the evolution of solar-
generated disturbances and their heliospheric consequences.
Thus using this 1.5 MHD simulation model, Wu et al.
[1996b] showed that a positive, square-wave perturbation
will normally generate a pair (forward and reverse) of fast
mode shocks. C.-C. Wu et al. [2004, 2005a] also demon-
strated the development of slow forward and reverse shocks
within the spatially larger fast forward/reverse shock pair.
These studies also showed how any of these shocks may be
eliminated during the complex interaction process. The
results ofWu et al. [2005b] also demonstrated that the shock
arrival time at Earth depends on the background solar wind
speeds, the initial speeds of solar disturbances, their size, and
their source location on the Sun relative to Earth’s central
meridian.
[6] There were at least 19 flares and CMEs observed
during late October and early November 2003 [e.g., Dryer
et al., 2004]. We note that not all of these events were
earthward directed and thus not all would have been
expected to produce effects at the Earth. For example, only
eight clear fast-mode forward shocks were observed by
ACE at the L1 libration point [Skoug et al., 2004]. Gener-
ally, a solar disturbance might produce a shock wave at
Earth a few days later. In the present context, Dryer et al.
[2004] and Smith et al. [2002, 2004] showed why some of
these original solar-generated shocks decayed to fast-mode
MHD waves on the portions directed toward Earth. In this
study, we will use the Panitchob [1987] and the Panitchob
et al. [1987] code to study postshock evolution. Shock
interactions within 1 AU following four flares during the
Halloween 2003 epoch will be the focus of this study. This
simulation will include a representative background solar
wind with a classic Parker profile of velocity, etc. The time-
dependent evolution of the disturbances will extend from
the Sun (1 R, where R = solar radius, 6.95  105 km) to
400 R in order to allow the fourth disturbance to pass the
Earth at 1 AU (215 R).
[7] Section 2 outlines the mathematical model; the
observations at L1 are briefly described in section 3.
The 1.5-dimensional (1.5-D) MHD model’s simulation
results are described in section 4. A discussion and conclu-
sions are presented, respectively, in sections 5 and 6.
2. Magnetohydrodynamics Equations
[8] The large-scale dynamics in the interplanetary solar
wind can be theoretically modeled by the following MHD
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Figure 1. Geomagnetic activity Dst index during 28 October to 1 November 2003 (Kyoto University).





denotes the total derivative, r is the mass density,
V is the velocity of the flow, p is the isotropic gas pressure,
B is the magnetic field, GM(r) is the gravitation force of
Sun, e is the internal energy per unit mass (e = p/(g  1)r),
and g is the specific heat ratio. Equations (1), (2), and (3)
express the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy,
respectively. In Equation (2), we have ignored the viscous,
heat conduction, and wave damping terms. Equation (4) is
the induction equation for a perfectly conducting medium.
The formulation is then closed by the ideal gas law p =
2rRT and the divergence free magnetic field, r  B = 0.
Here, R is the gas constant, T is the isotropic plasma
temperature, and a factor of 2 is due to the fully ionized
nature of the hydrogen solar wind plasma. The detailed
description of the model is given by Panitchob [1987] and




[9] A summary of the four chosen flares during the period
from 25 October to 29 October 2003 is given in Table 1.
The first one took place at 0552 UT, 25 October in AR0484
at N00W15 as a long duration event (LDE) M1.7/SF flare.
The second one occurred at 0617 UT, 26 October in
AR0486 at S18E33 as another LDE X1/3N flare. The third
one was observed at 1102 UT, 28 October, also in AR0486
at S15E08, as the X17/4B flare, followed by a halo CME as
mentioned earlier. Finally, the fourth one took place at
2042 UT, 29 October as an X10/2B flare in AR0486 at
S15W02. Since the model is a 1.5-D MHD model, we
will implicitly assume that all four flares will be mim-
icked, as described below, at central meridian along the
Sun-Earth line (unlike the 3-D kinematic procedure dis-
cussed by Dryer et al. [2004], who explicitly used the
locations just described). The time delay, Dt, of each
flare’s start time for the simulation, starting from the first
flare, is given in the last column of Table 1.
3.2. Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
Observations
[10] Figure 2 shows ACE/SWEPAM/SWICS/MAG solar
wind plasma and magnetic field data between 28 October
and 1 November 2003. The bottom panel shows the solar
wind velocity profile. Three shocks (marked by the vertical
dotted lines) occurred at DOY 301.06, 302.24, and 303.68
(2003). A discontinuity, marked DD (to be discussed later),
is noted by a vertical solid line at a smaller velocity increase
from 600 km/s to 650 km/s at DOY 301.37, 2003. The
proton density, in the second panel from the bottom, is not
available [Skoug et al., 2004] in a reliable form during the
period from 0600 UT, 29 October, to 0400 UT, 30 October
2003. Veselovsky et al. [2004, Figure 7], however, noting
this problem, suggest that simulated density and velocity
profiles obtained during the near real time project described
by Dryer et al. [2004] are realistically satisfactory. However,
we use the ACE data estimated by Skoug et al. [2004] and
Zurbuchen et al. [2004]. The third panel for the temperature is
notable for the flare-like value of T = 107 K reached
immediately after the second shock’s arrival. The next two
panels, moving upward in Figure 2, show the total IMF
magnitude and its three components: Bx, By, and Bz in the
GSE (geocentric solar ecliptic) coordinate system. The next
two panels near the top give the three velocity components
(Vx, Vy, and Vz) with gaps behind the second shock as
discussed by Skoug et al. [2004]. The top panel, which repeats
the Dst response of the magnetospheric ring current, shows
the two observed sudden storm commencements (SSCs),
marked by the vertical dashed lines.
[11] As mentioned earlier, we identified in Table 1 the
four flares that we believe are associated with the solar
wind plasma velocity increases. An LDE M1.7/SF flare
(25 October, 0552 UT, in AR0484 at N00W15) is related
to the first velocity increase from 500 km/s to 600 km/s
on 27 October. Another LDE X1.2/3N flare (26 October,
0617 UT, in AR0486 at S18E33) generated a directional
discontinuity (after a shock interaction to be discussed
below in greater detail) with a velocity jump on 28 October
from 600 km/s to 800 km/s. An X17/4B flare (28 October,
1102 UT, in AR0486 at S18E08) generated a shock on
29 October with an observed velocity jump from 800 km/
s to more than 1600 km/s. Finally, in this subset of flares,
an X10/2B flare (29 October, 2042 UT, again in AR0486
at S15W02) generated a shock on 30 October with a
velocity jump from 900 km/s to 1500 km/s. These three
shocks and discontinuity (DD) are indicated in Figure 2
by three vertical dashed lines and a single solid line,
respectively. Our primary objective is to trace the evolu-
tion of these shocks from the Sun, to indicate their
interactions and products, and to compare them with the
observed shocks and velocity profiles.
3.3. Transit Time From Sun to Earth (L1)
[12] Table 2 shows the occurrence and time delays
between the four chosen flares (observed by GOES-12/
SXI) and shocks that were observed at ACE. The time
delay, DT, represents the elapsed time between the flare (as
defined in the footnote of Table 1) and the corresponding
shock observed at L1. The time delay, dt, represents the
elapsed time between the flare under discussion and the
previous flare. We suggest that the first two of the original
flare-driven shocks experienced an interaction that resulted
in a single shock plus a directional discontinuity (Figure 2
and section 5.1).
4. The 1.5-D MHD Simulation Results
4.1. Choice of Pressure Pulse
[13] We first performed a parametric study using the
adaptive grid 1.5-D MHD code to obtain temporal solar
wind velocity profiles at 1 AU by using only velocity,
temperature, and density pulses. We did not consider
magnetic flux emergence in these 1.5-D exercises. After
testing various input combinations with various amplitudes
and temporal durations, we concluded that only a combi-
Table 1. Characteristics of the Four Flares
Occurrence of Flarea Class Location Dt, hours
0552 UT, 2003-10-25 LDE M1.7/SF N00W15 0
0617 UT, 2003-10-26 LDE X1.2/3N S18E33 24.42
1102 UT, 2003-10-28 X17/4B S15E08 77.0
2041 UT, 2003-10-29 X10/2B S15W02 110.67
aThe flare time is listed as the radio metric Type II start time that is close
to the maximum of the soft X-ray emission in 1-8A.
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nation of temperature and density (i.e., a pressure pulse)
could simulate appropriate shock and other discontinuity
observations. (Our simulation results (not shown) demon-
strated that the velocity and density, separately and com-
bined, were unable to produce a shock wave with immediate
postshock solar wind plasma speeds greater than 1000 km/s
near the Sun to mimic the observed LASCO CMEs for
Halloween 2003 events.) In general, as noted by Smith and
Dryer [1990] in 2-D MHD simulations, the ability to
generate shocks is fundamentally a function of the total
energy liberated by a particular solar event regardless of
whether that event is a solar flare or helmet streamer
eruption, etc.
Figure 2. Solar wind plasma and magnetic field data and Dst index during 28 October and 1 November
2003. See color version of this figure in the HTML.
Table 2. Flares and Associated Shocks Observed at 1 AU




















19 hours 38 min 33 hours 40 min
aHere DT is time delay between flare and shock observed at 1 AU.
bHere dt is time delay between flares.
cActually, this timemarks the arrival of the discontinuity, DD, as discussed
in the text as a product of the interaction of S1 and S2 (see section 5).
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[14] First, we added a single pressure pulse with different
magnitudes and temporal profiles to mimic, separately, the
four separate flares as given in Table 1. The purpose was to
achieve the actual shock arrival times at ACE. The choice of
pressure pulses for mimicking the observed flares is appro-
priate for this study. For example, the observational study of
Sheeley et al. [2000] shows that shocks appeared at the
leading edges of halo CMEs that followed some flares.
Furthermore, in 2.5-D MHD simulations of different phys-
ical mechanisms for CME accelerations, S. T. Wu et al.
[2004] demonstrated that additional heating (i.e., a pressure
pulse) could ‘‘simulate an active region flux rope accom-
panied by a flare to launch a CME.’’ We are not considered
in this paper with helmet-streamer-destabilized CMEs that
can trigger solar flares. The latter topic is beyond the scope
of this study. For each event, we chose the case with best
results that reasonably matched the observations in both
shock arrival times and the immediate postshock solar wind
plasma speeds at L1. We then added four pressure pulses at
successive times (the Dt given in Table 1). We used an
iterative procedure to adjust the input parameters for pulses
2–4 to obtain the observed shock arrival times. The
procedure is described in more detail, together with our
results, in section 4.2.
4.2. Simulation Results
[15] Our previous simulations [Wu et al., 2005b] showed,
as expected, that the shock arrival times at Earth depend on
the magnitudes of the background solar wind speeds,
particularly in the disturbed, postshock region. During the
time-dependent evolution of the mimicked flare responses,
the upstream propagations of fast mode MHD waves from
pressure pulses 2, 3, and 4 are not steady-state as they move
in the wake generated by pressure pulse 1. This fact is also
obvious for pressure pulses 3 and 4 as they propagate in the
wake generated by pressure pulses 1 and 2, and so on.
Therefore we had to adjust, via trial and error, the sizes of
pressure pulses 2, 3, and 4, as obtained in the initial
procedure described in section 4.1, in order to achieve the
observed shock arrival times at ACE. This procedure
required many iterations to choose a final combination of
pressure pulses to satisfy this goal. We consider the final
choices (Figure 3) to be physically reasonable but make no
claim that these combinations are unique.
[16] We classify the perturbations with various combina-







. To and ro represent
the ‘‘steady state’’ of the solar wind. T0 and r0 represent the
variations of temperature and density, respectively, that are
assumed, as just discussed, to mimic each flare. The
temporal variation of the perturbation is a ‘‘near square
wave’’ with a 1-hour rise and decay separated by various
constant magnitude durations at 1 R. Four pressure pulses
(Figure 3) were chosen after the trial and error procedure
described above. The sequential pressure pulses were
initiated at time, t = 0, 24.42, 77, and 110.67 hours that
correspond to the times (in DOY, 2003) 298.24, 299.26,
301.45, and 302.86, respectively. The launch time of each
pressure pulse, then, is identical with the flare onset time on
the Sun as noted in Tables 1 and 2. Figure 3 shows the
temporal evolution of the four pressure pulses. For example,
the largest pressure pulse (third one) represents the largest,
X17/4B, flare. Pulse 1, then, will propagate into the steady
state solar wind plasma and magnetic field shown in
Figure 4 from the Sun to 400 R. The vertical line indicates
the location of 1 AU.
[17] Figures 5a–5d show the simulation results of the
solar wind solution versus heliocentric distance at t = 70.1,
Figure 3. Evolution of perturbation variables at the lower
boundary where r and T are the steady state values of
density and temperature; r0 and T0 represent the jump of
density and temperature relative to the steady state. The
pressure pulses represent proxies for the indicated solar
flares on the indicated dates. The first, second, third, and
fourth pulses are initiated at t = 0, 24.42, 77.0, and 110.67
hours, corresponding to the time delays between the four
indicated ‘‘flares’’ (see also Table 1).
Figure 4. The initial steady state solar wind solution for
the present 1.5-dimensional (1.5-D) MHD study. Earth’s
location at 1 AU is indicated by the solid vertical line. See
color version of this figure in the HTML.
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80.1, 98.2, and 132.2 hours, respectively. The top panel in
each quadrant (marked Figure 5a to 5d) of the figure shows
the evolution of solar wind speed that is monitored at L1.
The solid lines represent the simulation results, and the
dotted lines show the observation by ACE. At t = 70.1 hours,
DOY 301.1 (28 October 2003), one shock arrived at L1, and a
discontinuity (DD) is approaching that location as shown in
the lower six panels of Figure 5a. The discontinuity, DD,
might possibly be assumed to be a reverse shock because it is
marked by a sudden speed increase accompanied by a density
and temperature decrease. We will comment further on this
point below. As discussed earlier, the top panel of Figure 5a
shows that Shock 1 (a forward fast shock, hereafter,
FFS1, etc.) arrived at L1 in both the simulation and
observations.
[18] At t = 80.1 hours, DOY 301.5 (28 October 2003),
bottom left side of Figure 5b (all seven panels), the DD
just passed 1 AU (= 215 R), and a second shock
(discussed in section 5.1) is seen at 28 R. Once again,
however, DD is likely to be assumed, erroneously, to be a
reverse shock that follows its ‘‘partner,’’ FFS1. We will
show in section 5.1 that a much more complicated
interaction process has taken place. ACE’s observation
clearly shows that DD has just passed that location. At t =
98.2 hours, (DOY 302.3, 29 October 2003), in Figure 5c,
the third shock (FFS3) just passed L1, and a reverse fast
shock (RFS) was clearly formed and located at 131 R.
Figure 5d, at t = 132.2 hours (DOY 303.7, 30 October
2003), shows that the fourth shock (FFS4) just passed L1,
and another reverse shock (RFS) had been formed and, at
this time, is located at 84 R.
[19] Figure 6 shows, in higher resolution, the solar wind
speed monitored at ACE in both the simulation (solid line)
and observations (dotted line). The arrival times of the three
simulated shocks (FFS1, FFS3, and FFS4) and the discon-
tinuity (DD) match quite well with ACE’s observations. In
addition, the simulated plasma speed profiles behind the
three shocks are also in good agreement with the observa-
tions. The reader is reminded that the simulated shock
arrival times were already matched to the actual arrival
times via the trial and error procedure discussed earlier. The
DD comparison, however, is considered to be an important
new result. Also, the good agreement of the velocity profiles
suggests that this pressure pulse procedure, albeit non-
unique, is physically realistic as a flare proxy as discussed
in section 4.1.
5. Discussion
[20] C.-C. Wu et al. [1996b, 2004, 2005a] showed (in
intensive parametric studies) that a positive, square-wave
perturbation (pressure pulse), for example, will generate
both fast and slow shocks. In the present more complicated
but realistic simulation, we added four perturbations to
mimic the effect due to flares at the Sun, but only three
fast shocks were observed at L1. The following section will
discuss this issue in greater detail because of its overall
complexity that may easily arise in other cases.
5.1. Shock-Shock Interaction Within 1 AU
[21] Figures 7 and 8 show the process of shock-shock
interaction between shocks created by both pressure pulses
1 and 2 in higher spatial resolution. Thus Figure 7 shows
the simulated plasma parameters and magnetic field (Bf
only since Br is always constant across any discontinuity in
1.5-D MHD calculations due to magnetic flux conserva-
tion). The four quadrants, Figures 7a to 7d, show these
physical parameters, respectively, from t = 24 hours (DOY
299.2) until t = 60.1 hours (DOY 300.7). Figure 8 is a
continuation of Figure 7 and extends these simulated
profiles in Figures 8a–8d, respectively, from t = 63.1 hours
(DOY 300.8) until t = 76.1 hours (DOY 301.4). (Note that
the last quadrant, Figure 8d, fits, temporally, between
Figures 5a and 5b.) At t = 24 hours (Figure 7a), before the
second pressure pulse was launched, a forward fast shock
(FFS1) and a reverse slow shock (RSS1) were generated.
During this time, a slow shock-like structure (SSL) formed
Figure 5. The dynamic solar wind solution versus heliocentric distance for t = 70.1, 80.1, 98.2, and 132.2 hours,
respectively, as described as follows: (a) t = 70.1 hr (upper left quadrant of figure). The uppermost panel shows the solar
wind speed monitored at L1. The solid line represents the simulation result, and the dotted lines show the observations by
the ACE spacecraft at 70.1 hours (simulation time). The six lower panels in this quadrant show, at this time, temperature, T;
azimuthal magnetic field component, Bf; radial magnetic field component, Br; azimuthal velocity component, Vf; radial
velocity, Vr; and proton number density, Np, respectively. (b) t = 80.1 hours (lower left quadrant). Progression in time from
Figure 5a; (c) t = 98.2 hours (upper right quadrant). Continued, ‘‘animated’’ progress in time from Figure 5b; and (d) t =
132.2. hours (lower right quadrant). Continued temporal progression. The words indicated by the arrows (Shock, DD, etc.)
are discussed in the text. See color version of this figure in the HTML.
Figure 6. Simulation (solid line) and observed (dotted
line) solar wind plasma speed. Continuation of the upper-
most panels in Figure 5 until the end of the simulation.
Excellent agreement with the observations is shown for the
simulated shock times of arrival at ACE as well as the
general level and amplitude of the speed profile. The ‘‘V
spike’’, following Shock 4, is a reverse shock; see, also,
‘‘RS’’ in Figure 9’s helioradial-time diagram. See color
version of this figure in the HTML.
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from internally interacting compression and rarefaction
waves between FFS1 and RSS1. At t = 33 hours (Figure 7b,
lower left quadrant of Figure 7), the second pressure pulse
created a forward fast shock (FFS2) that propagated behind
RSS1. At t = 52.1 hours, the FFS2 interacted with and
passed through RSS1 and was propagating behind SSL (see
Figure 7c). At t = 60.1 hours, FFS2 overtakes SSL from
behind (see Figure 7d) and separates from SSL later (see
Figure 8a, at t = 63.1 hours). Then, FFS2 overtakes FFS1
from behind, with the interaction product becoming a new
shock, FFS1 + 2 (see Figures 8b, 8c, and 8d). During that
period, the SSL was interacting with the ambient solar wind
and formed a discontinuity, DD, called because of a
temporarily induced cross shear, Vf. The vertical lines
indicate the location of 1 AU in this case just prior to DD’s
arrival. This DD is generated by the time-dependent
interaction of the nonuniform solar wind with the
temporally varying and propagating shock and following
flows. It is in a transition condition and is very unstable, as
shown in Figures 8b–8d. Further investigation (beyond the
scope of the present study) is required to learn the real
characteristics of the DD. Therefore we call it as a
discontinuity (DD) in this study. It is clear that the
simulated density was decreasing, the temperature was
increasing, and the velocity was slightly fluctuating. During
this same period, ACE observed this similar phenomenon as
Figure 7. Solar wind plasma and magnetic field data for time = 24, 33, 52.1, and 60.1 hours,
respectively. The vertical line indicates Earth’s location. The sequence of discontinuity interactions is
described in the text. See color version of this figure in the HTML.
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shown in Figure 2. Thus the discontinuity that might have
been taken to be a reverse shock, as discussed earlier, is now
found, via the simulation, to be a directional discontinuity
and not a RFS at all!
[22] Figure 9 shows the helioradius-time profiles of the
simulation results. The solid black lines indicate the evolu-
tion of the shock waves and other discontinuities. In Figure 9,
DD means discontinuity and RFS means reverse fast shock.
FFS1, FFS2, FFS3, and FFS4 refer to the forward fast shocks
created originally by the pressure pulses 1, 2, 3, and 4,
respectively. The figure shows that FFS1 was overtaken by
FFS2 from behind and became a new shock (FFS1 + FFS2).
From the slopes (i.e., speeds) of FFS1, FFS2, and FFS1 +
FFS2, it is clear that the strength of the new shock is stronger
than that of FFS1 but is weaker that it was for FFS2. The
additional product of this interaction, DD, was swept away
after shock FFS3 overtakes it. Shock FFS3’s original reverse
shock, RFS3, is shown to be very strongly amplified after
FFS4 overtakes it. FFS4’s original reverse shock partner
(RFS4, in the lower right portion of Figure 9) appears to
resist its outward convection by the solar wind at first but
finally, losing strength, is once again convected outwardly.
We suspect that it probably decays to a fast mode MHD
wave well within 1 AU.
[23] Figure 10 shows a stack plot of the comparative
temporal evolution of the solar wind velocity in the radial
direction during the entire simulated procedure. The num-
bers on the right side of Figure 10 show the time of the
Figure 8. Solar wind plasma and magnetic field data for time = 63.1, 66.1, 70.1, and 76.1 hours,
respectively. The vertical line indicates Earth’s location. The sequence of discontinuity interactions is
described in the text. See color version of this figure in the HTML.
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simulation (e.g., t = 0 hours represents DOY 298.2, 0552 UT,
25 October 2003) when the first pressure pulse was
launched at the Sun. The time resolution is 3 hours for
the ascending scale that is also marked by the arrows for the
first pressure pulse (PP), etc., at the appropriate times given
in Tables 1 and 2. The velocity scale on the left side of
Figure 10 relates to the first PP. The scale is then sequen-
tially moved upward for each time step shown. The dotted
lines represent the various shock trajectories. Again, this
plot shows that FFS1 and FFS2 merged into a new shock
before either one reached 1 AU. The propagating shock
speeds are not constant when the plasma speed upstream of
each shock is not constant; note, in particular, the early
stages of FFS2, FFS3, and FFS4. The effect of this
upstream inhomogeneity is dramatically illustrated in the
3-D kinematic studies [e.g., Dryer et al., 2004] that dem-
onstrated global shock shape warping in the ecliptic plane.
5.2. Comparison Between Simulation and
Observation: A Remark
[24] A halo CME was first observed by SOHO/LASCO at
1130:05 on 28 October 2003. The estimated speed of the
leading edge from 2 to 32 R is 2459 km/s [Gopalswamy
et al., 2005]. From the simulation results, we calculated the
speed of the shock wave that is related to this third flare
(X17/4B, 1102 UT, 28 October 2003) by using the Wave
Transit Method (WTM). The detailed computational
procedure for WTM is given by Wu et al. [1996b]. We
found that the shock speed increased from1800 km/s (at 4R)
to 2400 km/s (60 R) with an average speed of 2100 km/s.
This average shock speed is close to the halo CME’s speed
that was derived from the coronagraph observations of
SOHO/LASCO. We might suggest, as a result of this
comparison, that the CME’s leading edge was actually the
shock itself followed by strong compression of the coronal
density and associated Thomson scattering from the com-
pressed electrons.
5.3. Solar Sources for Geomagnetic Storms:
Another Remark
[25] We have already mentioned in section 1 the various
statistics of the solar flares and geomagnetic storms that
rank among the largest of the solar cycle 23. It is clear that it
is not productive to discuss, for physical purposes, the
‘‘size’’ of a flare (in terms of its soft X-ray classification)
and the ‘‘size’’ of the ensuing geomagnetic storm (in terms
of, say, theDst index). Such comparisons as noted in section 1
can bemisleading. Rather, we remark that the more important
scientific objective is to provide the interplanetary linkage
between the suspected solar event, large or small, and the
geomagnetic consequence, again large or small. We return to
the present simulation as a case in point.
[26] The simulation results show that both the first and
second pressure pulses generated their own shocks. We
have seen how both shocks merged into a single shock
(FFS1 + FFS2) with the creation of DD before propagating
to 1 AU. The shock observed by ACE on 28 October 2003,
0150 UT, was created by FFS1 + FFS2 that also is related to
an SSC at 0206 UT on 28 October. The Dst index dropped
to 48 nT for this geomagnetic storm.
[27] The third pressure pulse (or ‘‘flare’’) was stronger
than the fourth one. Each case generated very fast shocks
(Vs 2000 km/s) that took less than a day to arrive at 1 AU.
The shock generated by the third pulse was the faster one,
but it did not create the most intensive storm during the
study period because it did not have sufficient time for the
magnetospheric processes to be completed [Veselovsky et
al., 2004]. That is, the shock generated by the fourth pulse
Figure 9. Helioradial-time diagram of the various shocks, their products after interaction, and the
adaptive grid spacings.
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arrived while the Dst was descending with the subsequent
‘‘completion’’ of the substorm processes marked, finally, by
the general ring current index (401 nT) as discussed in
section 1. Thus we remark that it is unproductive, scientif-
ically and operationally, to compare flare sizes and geo-
magnetic storm sizes via any of the standard classifications.
6. Conclusions
[28] Motivated by a subset of the ‘‘Halloween 2003
epoch’’ solar flares and geomagnetic storms, we used 1.5-D
MHD simulations initiated at the solar surface to study the
shocks generated from each event in order to study their
interactions and relative evolution. We used a trial and error
procedure, using temperature and density pulses (i.e., pres-
sure pulses), to choose a set that adequately produced the
actual shock arrival times atACE’sL1 position.We found that
the simulated solar wind velocity profile was, accordingly, in
good agreement with the observations. Also of significance is
the fact that the 1.5-DMHD simulation is well suited to study
fundamental characteristics of an extremely fast shock (Vs >
2000 km/s) propagation from the Sun to the Earth from
Figure 10. Solar wind speed as a function of helioradius for the 1.5-D MHD simulation of interacting
shocks and other discontinuities. The velocity scale on the left side corresponds to the time, t = 0 hours
which is indicated on the right side of the figure when the first pulse (first PP) is initiated. This scale is
then moved up, when the initiation of the second PP is initiated, so that Vr = 0 will coincide with the
second, marked arrow. This process is repeated for the third PP and fourth PP. The color velocity profiles
(black, blue, red, and orange) correspond, respectively, to the four pulses that mimic each of the flares in
Tables 1 and 2. See color version of this figure in the HTML.
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the 28 October 2003 flare including the high in situ
postshock plasma speed (>2000 km/s). Our adaptive
grid’s MHD simulation also helped to understand why
some solar disturbances did not generate shocks that
survived at Earth. That is, we showed how shock
interactions are an important process that should be
considered for solar flare-geomagnetic storm associations
(e.g., FFS1 and FFS2 combined to form FFS1 + FFS2
that generated SSC1). We conclude that interaction stud-
ies, such as the present one, are essential for the study of
staccato solar events of any kind and their association
with specific geomagnetic events.
Appendix A
A1. Basic Theory
[29] To our knowledge, the first application of an
adaptive grid finite difference technique (MHD model)
in the field of astrogeophysics is made by Panitchob
[1987] and Panitchob et al. [1987], who used an adaptive
grid method in the simulations of MHD flows in the solar
corona and the solar wind. The adaptive grid model given
by Panitchob [1987] which is described in detail as
follows.
[30] For the solution of finite difference equations, the
data are typically stored in ordered arrays of points. The
ultimate goal is how to assemble these points in such a way
that the solution of the difference equations is optimal. The
problem associated with both grid generation and grid
adaptations is to establish the mapping relationship between
physical space and computational space. In the computa-
tional space, the points are uniformly distributed. In the
physical space, the points may adjust their positions to
follow gradients developing in the evolving physical solu-
tion (see Figure A1). Since the physical solution is not
known a priori, the only way to approach an optimum grid
is to adapt the grid to the solution in a time-like manner. For
simplicity of illustration, consider the one-dimensional
transformation to computational space where
t ! t ðA1Þ
x ! x ðA2Þ











where @x@t is the grid speed which must be either specified or
determined numerically. A convenient method for approx-
imating the grid speed numerically has been to use
backward first-order differences in time.
[31] In the model developed by Panitchob [1987], the
numerical grid generation technique is based on a varia-
tional principle. The method was put forward by Winslow
[1966]. Winslow formulates the zoning problem as a
potential problem with the mesh lines playing the role of
equipotentials. This model is to use the variational approach
to generate the adaptive grids and then apply them to a class
of MHD flow problems. For one-dimensional adaption by
using the variational approach, the total error is reduced
when the grid points are distributed as,
Z xiþ1
xi
w xð Þdx ¼ const: ðA4Þ
or, in discrete form
Dxið Þwi ¼ const: ðA5Þ
for all i, where w(x) is a positive weighting function.
[32] The nonuniform point distribution can be considered
as a transformation, x(x), from a uniform grid in x-space,
with the coordinate x serving to identify the grid points.
Then, equation (A5) can be represented as
xxw xð Þ ¼ const: ðA6Þ
where xx is the metric coefficient and corresponds to the
ratio of arc lengths in physical and computational space.
Equation (A6) is just the Euler-Lagrange equation for the




w xð Þx2xdx ðA7Þ
Figure A1. One-dimensional coordinates (adapted from Panitchob [1987]).
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This integral can be taken to represent the energy of a
system of springs with spring constants w(x), spanning each
grid interval assuming all the points to have been expanded
from common points so that xx is the extension of the spring
at x. The grid point distribution resulting from the
equidistribution thus represents the equilibrium state of
such a spring system. The constant in equation (A6) can be
evaluated, and an expression for grid-point spacing (in
physical space) can be obtained as follows.
[33] For maintaining a uniform grid in x-space (i.e.,
computational space), the constant in equation (A6) can
be evaluated by normalizing x to the interval (0,1). If x is
normalized to (0,1), then by integration of equation (A6),














and since xx = 1/xx, the transformation is then determined by
x xð Þ ¼
Z 1
0
w x xð Þ½ d x










w x xð Þ½ dx






so that equation (A6) is realized by taking equal increments
in x. With Dx = 1/N, where N + 1 is the total number of
points on the line, we then have from equation (A9), for the









where N is the total number of grid intervals.
A2. Adaptive Grid Scheme
[34] In order to construct a moving grid in the physical
space (x, t); see Figure A1a, we consider a mapping to a
computational space (x, t) in which the grid lines are
equally spaced and t-independent; see Figure A1b. The
grid will be generated by numerically determining the
transformation at time (t + DT) from the transformation at
time t and the solution at time t.
x ¼ x x; tð Þ ðA13Þ
t ¼ t ðA14Þ
[35] Following the variational formulation described by





x2x þ law xð Þx2x þ lb xx  x*x
 2h i
dx ðA15Þ
where la and lb are parameters, w(x) is a weighing function
scaled so that 0  w(x)  1, and the asterisk symbol
indicates the value of xx from the previous time step. To
understand equation (A15), we may think of xx as Dx/Dx.
The first term of equation (A15) attempts to equidistribute
the grid size Dx since the minimum value of this term is
obtained for a uniform grid. The second term attempts to
make Dx small where the weighing function w(x) is large,
and vice versa. The third term is expressed in practice as a
time difference and serves to restrict the movement of the
grid. The choice of la and lb determines the relative
emphasis given to these effects.
[36] In order to numerically determine x(x), we first find
the Euler-Lagrange equation for the minimization of equa-
tion (A15). From the calculus of variations, the function x(x)
for which the integral
R
F(x, x, xx) dx (i.e., equation (A15))
is an extremum, is given by the differential equation,
d
dx









This equation is called the Euler-Lagrange equation of the
variational problem.
[37] Then the Euler-Lagrange equation for the minimiza-
tion of the integral (i.e., equation (A15)) becomes
d
dx




1þ law xð Þ þ lbð Þxxx þ lawx xð Þxx  lbx*xx ¼ 0 ðA18Þ
Replacing equation (A18) with a finite difference approxima-
tion and using the boundary conditions x1 = 0 and xJmax = 1
yields a system of linear equations determining the new grid
point locations at each time step.
[38] The form of the weighting function used here is
w xð Þ ¼ ux ðA19Þ
where u can be one of the solution variables (i.e., vr, vq, vf,
Br, Bq, Bf, r, p, or T), or the combination of variables such
as the total pressure, (p + jB2j/8p), which is characterized by
the physics of the problem.
[39] From equation (A15), in the case of lb = 0 (no grid
smoothing in time), we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation
as
1þ lawð Þxx ¼ const: ðA20Þ
so that the grids equidistribute (1 + law) in computational
space, as expected. In the case of la = 0 (no clustering in
space), we get the Euler-Lagrange equation as
xx þ lb xx  xx*
 
¼ const: ðA21Þ
corresponding to a combination of smoothing in space and
in time.
[40] The special effort we consider here is to vary the grid
generation parameters la and lb. Choosing large values of
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la will result in a more accurate solution because grid points
are more closely clustered at the shock fronts. However,
such small grid spacing requires very small time steps
unless lb is chosen appropriately.
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